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Web Site 
 
Traffic continues to build.   
 
For March the most 
popular search strings 
that found it were: 
• Weather wind speed 

in Melbourne; and 
• Lanzo bomber 
 
The most popular pages 
were: 
• Weather conditions 
• Latest news 
• F3A aerobatics 

www.dac.org.au 

Doncaster Aeromodellers’ Club Inc. 
 
DAC Clothing 
 
Those at the last Club Meeting saw the first samples of club clothing 
with the new logo.  After that, and input from a few people, the ra
expanded to include a mixture of shirt colours and materials, and a 
range of hats. 

nge 

 
The current catalogue and order form is attached.  We are having the 
items made-to-order, and most are available within two weeks.  The 
flying jackets are the exception – they are expected to be available from 
mid-April.  
 
Newsletter Contributions 
 
It is great to see more new contributors this month, in particular Norm 
Bell, Colin Kahn, Cliff McIver, Fernando Monge and Dennis 
Travassaros.  The old regulars of Neil Spencer, Nik Daud and David 
Gibbs keep plugging away. 
 
Take the challenge – add some excitement and send in your 
contributions!  We need them (or we will revert to more on David and 
Neil’s models – and that could get tiring!) 
 
Safety Considerations 
 
Two issues worthy of the front page: 
• There has been some debate about our radio certification rule.  The 

club has a two-year certification requirement, and it is being 
enforced.  This is just one of many initiatives to remove risk factors 
given the interference we occasionally experience at Bulleen. 

• We have also had a couple of less than satisfactory model repairs.  
As a matter of course, have an experienced modeler check all 
repairs – this is not only an issue of survival of the model, but also 
one of risk to fellow flyers.  Out of control models are a health and 
wealth hazard! 
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President’s Corner 

More great flying weather (well, most of the time  -- 
read Fernando Monge’s thoughts on aerobatics 
competitions for one of the blemishes) – and less time 
or incentive to write words for the Newsletter! 
 
As I reflect on what I see going around the club I 
continue to be amazed at the depth and breadth of 
activities across our many and varied interest groups.   
 
Starting with the 7-cell gliding side, I see less first hand 
– but competition is well underway with the first two of 
the monthly events taking place in February and 
March.  Two ‘memorable moments’ from February 
were a 3–second engine run time flight (combining 
some stunning power with superb gliding) by David 
Hobby – not a DAC member but a regular participant at 
our competitions; and Neil Spencer almost flying the 
competition winning flight only to discover his legs and 
his glider were making claim for the same piece of air 
space – and having to take evasive action that lost 
valuable landing points. 
 
Thanks also to Neil and the Saturday team for shifting 
the March competition at very short notice once.  We 
received very late advice that Carey Grammar were 
having a Carnival at their sports ground and would 
have more than 5,000 people in the vicinity on the 
scheduled Saturday afternoon.  We will seek more 
notice next time. 
 
Equally, by the flow of photos I receive (some of which 
end up on the web site), there has been much 
travelling to windy gliding slopes by the gliding/electric 
guys, and an outing to join Horsham club for a day (and 
night) of fun. 
 
Sport electric models, and brushless motors, continue 
to evolve at an amazing pace.  Cliff McIver’s Impulse 
and Colin Kahn’s Lightning have both captured my 
attention.  Cliff is using a Model Motors engine with a 
4:1 gearbox in a plane that previously had a 0.15 cu in 
Internal Combustion motor in it (and the performance 
looks better now) while Colin is using a pair of small 
Mega Motors that simply purr along.  Both these 
models are truly, fully aerobatic and would match the 
performance of most good sport IC planes (and the one 
with a gearbox is almost as noisy).  Colin has also 
modified his Wattage Tangent with impressive results –
see the article elsewhere in the Newsletter.  And I am 
very happy with my Easy Street with a Mega 22/20/3 – 
provided I am awake when I fly it – and my new 
MicroWhizz park flyer. 
 
On the IC side it is equally exciting to see the progress 
in flying and modelling skills.  Worthy of note are: 
 
• A continuing stream of beginners entering the 

hobby and keeping Cliff and Graham busy (ably 
assisted by Hayden Daly, Justin Leckie and Stuart 
Davies); 
 

• The recent Solo class moving onto to Sport and fun 
fly models – and beginning to show some real skill 
(while also learning some hard won lessons on the 
delights of mid-week model repairs resulting from 
minor skill/concentration lapses on Sunday 
afternoons) 
 

• More of the sport flyers beginning to take an 
interest in aerobatics – and to this end we will 
consider running a ‘Sporty Forty’ style event at the 
field over the coming months.  Even if you don’t 
want to compete, learning some of the basic 
aerobatic disciplines (like flying straight and level!) 
will improve your basic flying skills. 
 

• The aerobatic group out in force – putting in a great 
performance (amongst the wind and rain) at 
Geelong and again at Nepean.  Results are 
elsewhere in this Newsletter. 
 

• And the most experienced pilots always coming up 
with new innovations.  Stan Newell, who brought us 
the flowerpot cowl, is now flying a creatively 
assembled ’Texacano’ – a Soprano fuselage with 
AT 6 wing! 
 

• David Law has treated us to a couple of 
appearances of his Hurricane Tank Buster – I will 
never cease to be amazed by every single rivet 
applied to scale! 

 
The VMAA trophy team are also well advanced in 
preparation and practice for the all-important 
competition on April 12/13 at P&DARCS.  We have 
won the last two – a hat trick would be great.  Come 
down and support the team! 

 
And for those who saw the shell of my new Edge 540 
at the last Club Meeting, it is now covered and flying – 
and I am smiling ear-to-ear!!  My F3A Fascination even 
felt left out today as it sat on the ground and watched 
jealously!  Vertical performance is not lacking. 
 
That’s all for now.  Happy flying. 
 
David Gibbs 
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Safety Corner 
 

The recent exercise conducted by the Club 
indicated that most members’ radios have valid 
certification, as they should. However, there were 
a few, particularly amongst the newer members, 
where this was not so apparent. 
 
Needless to say, it cannot be 
stressed more strongly the 
importance of this exercise, as well 
as the importance of all flyers having 
their radios checked and recertified 
every two years. 
 
With safety being at the forefront of 
the Club’s philosophy, those without 
valid radio certification will not be 
permitted to use their radios and/or 
fly. Using a radio without valid 
certification may also invalidate any 
insurance coverage or public liability 
cover. The onus of ensuring that 
your radio has proper and up to date 
certification is on you. 
 
In the past couple of weeks, there has been 
increased activity at the flying field with a large 
number of flyers in attendance, particularly on 
Sunday afternoons. Obviously, it is good to see 
members utilising the facilities, but with the 
increased activity comes the need to ensure, even 
more than ever, safety and care in the pits, 
taxiway, runway and in the air. 
This brings two reminders.  First, a reminder, that 
a maximum of six aircraft are permitted in the air 
at any one time.  Second, a reminder to be careful 

when more than two planes are in the air – under 
these circumstances, unless you have explicit 
permission from the others, stay in the circuit 
pattern (or on the pattern line if you are a 
competent pattern flyer) and avoid fun flying or 
other less predictable stunts in or around the 

centre of the field. 
 
Please pay particular attention 
during landings and takeoffs. 
Members must remember to shout 
out loudly “On the field!” “Taking-
Off!”, “Landing” and “Dead Stick”, 
during the appropriate times! 
Furthermore, if for any reason you 
have to be on the runway, make 
sure the other pilots are aware of 
your presence on the runway, do 
not loiter and look out for other 
aircraft. 
 
It is also perhaps appropriate to 

mention that during such “crowded” skies, 
members should show consideration to other 
members by limiting the number of flights they 
have, even though other members may not be on 
their radio frequency, as they may occupy one of 
the six slots available for flying. Several 
continuous flights by a member, stopping only to 
refuel, under such circumstances would be 
deemed inappropriate. 
 
Happy and safe flying! 
 
Nik Daud  

 
 

 Committee Contacts 

President: 
David Gibbs-- 9889 4939 

Vice President: 
Cliff McIver – 9850 4478 

Secretary: 
David Keynton – 9885 7318 

Registrar: 
Graham Kay – 9842 8777 

Safety Officer: 
Nik Daud – 9857 6353 
 

Committee Members: 
Neil Spencer (mainly electric) 
Colin Kahn (electric and scale) 
David Nobes (control line) 
Dennis Travassaros (sport and aerobatics) 
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Committee Priorities 
 
We have broken the back of a lot of the task
are: 
• Amalgamate the current formal Club Rules with

contributions and thinking from safety discuss
• Organise a working bee to ge

s we set ours

 the O
ions this

t the Clubroom back in o
 Organise a Sporty Forty aerobatics flying competition e 

tries! 

elves (such as merchandise).  Current priorities 

perating Guidelines, add to them the recent 
 year, and get them into a usable from; 
rder, and progress with some minor upgrades; 
-- which we would imagine could now have som

At the last Club Meeting, Dennis Travassaros shar
interference and its effect.  Here are some of the h
 

•
very competitive electric en

 
 

Club Meeting 

Previously sc

 VMAA Trophy 

CS Field on April 12 and 13. 

r is Contest Director and 
 our team to deliver a Hat Trick. 

o pleasant days out to come and 
e Club and witness some of the 

heduled date of April 21 wasn’t a 
great choice (we will learn to check for holidays 

he Clubhouse: 
ril, 28 

 

 
 

 

 
At P&DAR
 
Cliff McIve
organising
 
Plan on tw
support th
best exponents in their fields.  If you haven’t 
seen Musical Landings before, it is 
compulsor

one day!) 

Next Club Meeting is at t

Monday Ap
8:00pm sharp

 y viewing! 
 

rious colour?  Well go to the website at 
wnload a version! 

 
Want to see the Newsletter and pho

www.dac.org.a

 

Radio Interference 
 

tos in glo
u and do

 

ed with  on the nature of radio 
igh leve points he shared with us. 

hat are radio waves and where are they? 
 You cannot see radio waves, just as you cannot see the output of your Radio Control transmitter; 

itude of frequencies / bands 
• They exist anywhere a mobile phone, radio, or TV works 

re opaque, you’d be lucky to see 5 feet 
s you to search by postcod exist everywhere 

u) 

club? 
one network and transmission 

• 40 Mhz to 1.8 Ghz frequency range 
d as well as focused narrowband – with the broadband noise the most likely cause of some of 

issues 
n’t ignore the risk of getting swamped, especially around flight line 

 us some of his thoughts
l 

W
•
• They exist on a mult

• If they we ahead 
• The ACA website allow e, and you will see emissions 

(www.aca.gov.a
 
What exists around our 
• Digital ph
• PA systems 

• Broadban
our recent interference 

• Ourselves – do
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Radio Interference (Continued) 
 
What is the effect of radio interference? 
• Multiple signals on the same frequency confuses a receiver, and a confused receiver is likely to mean no 

• 

• the drive train also needs to be considered 

quipment 
n Modulation (PPM, commonly referred to s de Modulation (PCM) style 
dle interference differently 

• 
dom ef

o u mus turn the transmitter on before receiver 
o There are p eg. throttle reverse might g if failsafe 

• Ele nt is m re susceptible 
• Certificatio s the Doncaste e

o Tests nsmitter, but primarily
o If you ncy, you need to rec
o ‘V’ marking means the transmitter is certified variab , 

modules (certified in same transmitter) 
 

voiding problems 
 Main

o
o Service / certify tran
o Field tests: some debate, but always do a range check as a matter of course after any changes 

or problems 

er aerial from other electronics (Receiver aerial must be fully extended, not 
coiled) 

o Run suppression (electric models) 
high current drain) and tail servos (be careful with long leads, 

a day at the field 

• r transmitter was just turned on, if yes, yell please turn it off immediately 
 When any control works use it and pretend it’s a dead stick, kill the engine / glide down safely, away 

rol you’ll have, aim for the field, but well away from spectators. 
, fight to keep control, models have landed safely behind trees 

e model / equipment, try to kill the throttle, and land or crash 

• , get equipment checked by technician, try and find a real cause, look to 

 
Dennis Travassaros

control over your model 
Broadband noise is more likely to cause bumps / ‘on & off’ or intermittent problems 

• The receiver ultimately responds to the strongest and clearest signal 
• For IC models (unless they have on-board ignition systems) the primary causes are typically external 

Electric models interference from 
 
E
• Pulse Positio

receivers han
 a  FM) and Pulse Co

Failsafe on PCM Receivers can help 
o They can hold controls rather than allow ran

They need to be preset/programmed, and yo
eculiarities, 

fects on loss of signal by receiver 
t 
ive full throttle rather than no throttle 

isn’t programmed last 
ctronic receiver filtration differs – budget equipme o

n -- every 2 years minimum i r A romodellers’ rule 
 the output module and crystal 
ertify 
le, and can accept different, certified

the overall output of tra
change crystals / freque

A
• tenance 

 Wipe aerial clean regularly; talk to a radio technician regarding sprays 
smitter every 2 years at a minimum 

• Setting up 
o Separate receiv

o Refer to radio manufacturer’s instructions, they’re there to help 
o Handle with care, don’t pull on leads (grasp the plugs) 

o Take extra care with digital servos (
particularly close to aerial) 

o Test your nicads before, during, and after 
 
What to do if you experience interference in flight 
• Hold transmitter high with aerial vertical (flying thumb and finger can make it easier) 

Call to see if anothe
•

from spectators if possible 
• The closer the model gets, the more cont
• Don’t give up
• Even if you’ve no chance of saving th

without further loss or injury 
Analyse the incident objectively
more experienced pilots for help 
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What’s happening in F3A Aerobatics? 
 
For those competition die-hards, here is a typical weekend competition experience . . . . 

Frid t take advantage of daylight savings.  Anyway, leaving slightly early from the 
lights.  A little more 

r three practice flights the 
lls are starting to look straight and under control.  That should be enough to feel comfortable at the comp. 

cha e receiver battery and the transmitter.  

Sat ?  The 
bloody 
Forgot 
 

 are in order.  All the other 
e it’s going to be a bit cold 

d
 
After a ur final 
stretch s to be 

e norm fo o some friends I get to use a sample of the 

e fine.  Now wait for the 
Master Too much wind and water 
means  
was nic
 

 
ay afternoon – We mus

office will not hurt anybody.  Rush out to the field and get in three or four more practice f
practice cannot hurt and those bloody rolls are still not straight.   
 
Perfect conditions!  Just a light breeze and the sun is already out of the way.  Afte
ro
 
Clean up, take the model apart and head back home.  Pull everything out of the car, top up the fuel can and 

rge the glow driver, the 12-volt battery, th
 

urday morning – The alarm clock goes off!  Why? It’s Saturday! Why am I getting up so early
Comp!  Get up, get ready, have a quick breakfast.  Pack up all the things and head off.  Sh….!  
the hat! 

Almost there, the golden arches appear over the horizon.  A coffee and a muffin
club members that are participating are already here.  “Good morning!  Looks lik
an  breezy, huh?”  Welcome autumn; right on time! 

tour of the Geelong beachfront (we should have done the Great Ocean Road, also) we’re on o
 to the field.  Beautiful. New field.  Barely made it on time.  The cold and breezy weather seem

r the day.  The weather guys got it right!  Thanks tth
club “Gilligan hat”. 
 
Th  mo l de is ready to go.  The engine took a little longer to start up but is working 

No such luck!  s and Advanced to get through their rounds for us to go up.  
 that we get to take the model apart and put it back in the car for tomorrow.  Not even on display as it
ely tucked under the tarp. 

 
 

F3A competition at Geelong – planes well covered and the windsock horizontal! 
 

Stra tsman are up first.   

n the wind!  Now we wonder what benefit we got from practicing in the mild breeze?  
We know that comps are always windy! 
 

Sunday – Forecast is for improved weather.  Let’s hope they get it right this time, also.  No tour today.  
ight to the field.  Expert and Spor

 
Yes!  We get to fly.  I
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What’s happening in F3A Aerobatics (Continued)? 
 
The “two rolls in opposite inverted to inverted” looks like a manoeuvre that could have scored a “7” in the 

-03 schedule.  Not too good for Expert, though!  More practice?  Yes! 

 other clubs.  Sharing a day or two with 
iends.  That’s why we go to comps! 

P
 
Four flights in one day.  That’s fun.  Forget the wind.  Forget the rain.  That’s what it’s all about.  Going out 
and having fun while you are flying.  Meeting up with friends from
fr
 
Fernando Monge 
 

Recent F3A Aerobatics Competition Results 
 
Recent competition results are as follows: 
 
Geelong – March 1/2 

 

larke, 1st place; Fernando Monge, 2nd place 
 st

tively. 

For information on results and upcoming F3A events you can visit: 
www.australianpatternassociation.com.au

 
• F3A – Paul Marlan, 2nd place; Cliff McIver, 3rd place 
• Expert – Boz Student, 3rd place; Rob Clarke, 4th place; Fernando Monge, 5th place; John Brann, 6th place
• Advanced – David Gibbs, 2nd place 
 
Nepean – March 30 
 
• F3A – Paul Marlan, 3rd place; Boz Student, 5th place 
• Expert – Rob C
• Advanced – David Gibbs, 1  place 
• Sportsman – Stuart Davies, 1st place 
 
John Brann and Rob Clarke also went down to the Tasmanian State Championships on March 22/23 and 

laced 1st and 3rd in Expert respecp
 

 
 
David Gibbs 
 
 

7 Cell Competition Results 
 
The second round of the monthly competition was flown at the Bulleen field on March 22. 
 
Results were: 
• 1st place:  Neil Spencer with an average score of 318 
• 2nd place: David Hobby with an average score of 314 
• 3rd place:  Bob Hickman with an average score of 312 

Cumulative sc d Neil 
pencer on 635, 634 and 633 points respectively! 

 
ores at the end of Round 2 couldn’t be closer with David Hobby, Bob Hickman an

S
 
Full results are on the web site. 
 
Neil Spencer



 

The Shereshaw Champion 
 
The model has a span of 2.8 metres and an all up weight of 3.4 kg.  It is a slow flyer with a long, long 
approach.  It is covered with transparent Monocote and power is a 1970 H-P61 cross flow 2-stroke.  The 

-P 61 is a very nice, user-friendly motor with a bonus of being quiet in operation. 

designed and built in 1936 – the golden age of modeling.  
Shereshaw was a most prolific builder and went on to 
have dozens of designs published in the American Model 
Press.  A number of American kit makers used his 

e largest being The Scientific Model Airplane 

 
The original model had a brown junior 60 ignition motor for 
power.  At this time it was one of the very few motors 
available.  Although low in power they never wore out.  I 
still use one in another Shereshaw design called the 

odore. 

 designed the 
mous Bantam 19 Motor.  In the 40s it was the top 

ay.  In its day it was unbeatable 
ntil the amazing Arden appeared on the modeling 

n motors 
radually faded away, but there are still thousands of 

understand that Ben Shereshaw is still active and 

H
 

The model design has an interesting history.  It was 

designs – th
Company. 

Comm
 
Shereshaw was a talented engineer.  He
fa
ignition motor of the d
u
scene.  This motor used a radical porting design that 
gave a tremendous power increase. 
 
With the invention of the glow plug, ignitio
g
these motors around. 
 
I 
enjoying our wonderful sport hobby of aeromodelling that 
so many of us enjoy. 
 
Norm Bell 
 
 

c and G

een a good omen for me as I finally achieved a 1

What’s happening in Electri liding 
 
The DAC 7-cell glider event was delayed by a week this month due to the Carey carnival.  

st
This must have 

 place in the event.   

s been some recent controversy surrounding the 
s as they relate to devices fitted to the fuselage to 
 landing slide.  This issue flared up following 
 that DAC would not allow gliders to compete 

e as 
, 

en I checked the MAAA rules for 7-cell glider I 
discovered that any type of device designed to reduce the 
ground roll is not permitted.  It’s quite surprising that this 
rule appears to be unknown to many regular competitors in 
this event.  I guess the message here is to carefully study 
and understand the MAAA rules for any event in which you  

b
 

There ha
e7-cell rul

reduce the
notification
with devices protruding from the bottom of the fuselag
they present an unnecessary safety risk.  Interestingly
wh
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What’s happening in Electric and Gliding (Continued) 
 
may be competing. In any event, models fitted with any protrusions such as “landing spikes” cannot be flown 

umber of new electric models appearing at the field.  This 
is probably related to physical and financial burno
following the Xmas period.  One unfortunate exce
this was the demise of Anthony Peat’s new Electr
its second landing.  Anthony had been looking for
performance electric glider for some time when he
across an advertisement for the Electra on the Int

The Ele
2.75m electric 
glider m
Czecho
fuzz an
is not a e 
US.  The Electra was fitted with an AXI brushless motor and 10 
CP1700 cells and its first flight when like clockwork.  I launched it 

nd it climbed away nicely without any need for trim 
he flight performance was quite impressive and it 

he first landing 
 well although the efficient wing caused a long approach, 

l did not want to quit flying even with the ailerons 
enty of capacity remaining so Anthony took off again and was really 

njoying his new model.  Unfortunately the second landing ended in disaster when the model stalled at 
ignificant damage to the fuzz and Anthony is still 

 one.  Following a de-brief of the incident the key 
 to be very mindful of airspeed vs. stall characteristics with a new model.  This is 

articularly relevant with higher performance gliders that tend

t of interest in slope so
ips to Camperdown which is Victoria’s premier slope si  

e (near Shoreham) with Easterly winds of 20-30 
ug seems to be infiltrating the slope
onsideration.  Whilst they are a lot of work to build, store, tr

very large electric P51 Mustang.  This looks like 
eclipsing his Lancaster and will be a very impres
model fitted with retracts and flaps.   Martin Lui &
Pape have a current fascination with electric pow
float planes – I have included a couple of photos 
their models that look great rising off and landing
the water.   
 
That’s it for another month; don’t forget to let me 
know what’s happening in your workshop so we 
keep this column alive! 
 
Safe flying to all, 
Neil Spencer 

in the DAC 7-cell competition. 
 
On a lighter note – there appears to be a bit of a lull in the 
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n
ut 
ption to 
a on only 
 a high 
 came 

ernet.  
ctra is a 

ade in 
slovakia. It has a very nicely made lightweight fibreglass 
d Obechi sheeted foam wings (with ailerons).  The model 
vailable in Australia so Anthony had to import it from th

for Anthony a
changes. T
looked like the wing design was very efficient.  T
also went
as the mode

deflected well up!  The battery had pl
e
about 5 meters AGL.  The resultant impact caused s
considering whether to attempt a repair or order a new
lesson to be learned is
p  to be less forgiving in the stall and recovery. 

aring at present. A number of members are planning further 
te and we have had a couple of fantastic trips to the

knots and excellent lift. The “bigger is better” 
 flyers and there are a number of 4m plus models flying or under 

ansport and set up, they sure look great in the 
 conversions for the Fun Star 3D model and 

 
 
There continues to be a lo
tr
Windmill sit
b
c
air!  Other new projects that I am aware of include electric
brushless upgrades to various pylon racers.   
 
Colin Kahn’s new Lightning is also making regular 
appearances at the field and he is now working on a 

sive 
 Jon 
ered 
of 
 on 

can 



 

What’s happening in Electric and Gliding (Continued) 
 
PS.  Last month I incorrectly mentioned the Anthony Peate had purchased a 3.3 metre ASW22.  Anthony 

as quick to point out that his model is in fact an LS3 - sorry about that Anthony!   Not withstanding this 
nce he bought it and continues to enjoy flying it in 

w
error, Anthony has literally flown the wings off this model si
both slope and aero-tow modes. 
 
Neil Spencer 
 

The Tangent – Electric Power Upgrade 
 

r a more precise 3D type aerobatic aircra
n of power to we
t to fly outside (
ent motors with speed controllers to suit. 
 little too far ahead for me, but during this investigative period, I 
 / pattern model - The Tangent.  

 
 

For some time now I have been looking fo ft. For those of you who 
know about electrics, finding a combinatio ight ratio that will do this (especially 3D), is a very 
difficult task. To have a decent size aircraf not indoors) and to stand up to windy conditions 
requires many cells and larger super effici
My parameters at this stage seem to be a
heard about a reasonably priced aerobatic
 

 
 

s 
test 

 

 

It did not take me long to have a look at one at a hobby shop and then take it home. The fuselage is 
fiberglass with Depron foam wings laminated around a polystyrene core. Simple clear instructions and 
enough photos make building a breeze. Included in the kit is a motor with gearbox combination. Instruction
are designed around using a specific size NiMh battery pack, however I had recently discovered the la
Hecell 1100 NiMh which I have been using in my foam ME 163, so in the interests of cost saving and having
things more modular, I reconfigured the aircraft to suit. 
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 and it was ready for first flights. Performance was to say the least very ordinary, 
ith the most awfully noisy gearbox. I persisted for a couple of flights and then decided to find a much more 

ter motor/gearbox setup. Enquiries to club members got me info via the internet of the 
f Model Motors Mini Axi AC12/15/16 brushless motor combined with a GWS 2.8:1 gearbox  

 
A couple of nights work,
w
powerful and quie
combination o



The Tangent – Electric Power Upgrade 
 
swinging an 8 X 6 prop. Eventually all components were procured and with some Dremel work on the 

k to do my testing. I marked the placing of each pack on the wing ensuring 
at I could easily change packs to their positions and remain with the correct C of G. The long and the short 

ly flying with an 8 cell pack and drawing around 12 amps static. The other pack configurations 
ould fly the aircraft easily but not at the performance I require. 

g. Not long ago I came in for a landing, however the 
ropeller was absolutely vertical and as it came in the propeller caught on the ground and broke as well as 

firewall, I eventually had the new combination fitted. 
 
The motor has a rating of 3800rpm per volt, so with this power potential I made up a 6 and a 7 cell pack to 
compliment the existing 8 cell pac
th
is that I am on
w
 
The aircraft is hand launched with no wheels for landin
p
bending the gearbox shaft, which is only 2mm diameter. I replaced the propeller and straightened the shaft 
and flew again. Unfortunately the same problem has cropped up again twice with the bent shaft and now I 
am looking for another more robust gearbox to rectify this problem. 
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Flying 
6 to 7 minutes of flat out gives very good speed and torque performance with loops, rolls, climbs and most 

Propeller   8 X 6 APC Electric 
Speed controller 18 Amp 
 
This has been a worthwhile project with the airframe ability making me work much harder to become a 
better aerobatic pilot. Through all of this the aircraft has so far been very forgiving and easy to recover from 
any attitude. I am slowly changing the C of G further back to achieve the best possible for myself. There are 
a number of these types of aircraft at the club and I urge those with the resources to look at a different 
power setup to totally transform their airframe. Questions and comments readily accepted. 
 
Good Luck and Good Flying 
 
Colin Kahn 
colingk@connexus.net.au

aerobatic maneuvers easily possible. (Limited only by my flying ability or inability). 
 
Specifications.  
Total weight  525 grams  (Including batteries) 
Battery pack  170 grams 
Motor alone  48 grams 
Servos        2 x JR 371 (Aileron and Elevator)
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Club Calendar 

Saturday/Sunday, April 12/13 1:00pm VMAA Trophy – P&DARCS 

Saturday, April 19 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, April 28 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, May 17 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, June 16 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, June 21 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday, July 19 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, July 21 8:00pm Annual General Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, August 16 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, September 15 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Saturday, September 20 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday October 18 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Saturday November 15 1:00pm 7-Cell Competition -- Bulleen 

Monday, November 17 8:00pm Club Meeting – Bulleen Clubhouse 

Sunday, December 14 TBA Christmas Fun Fly and Barbeque 

 
 

ce Sillies from Sixth Graders 

 Mushrooms always grow in damp places which is why they look like umbrellas 
y canal is located in the northern part of Indiana 

s  
f dust is DIRT 

and if you don’t, why you should 
r  it gets big enough to be called a drop, it does 

 weight pushing down on the centre of the Earth because so many people are 
stomping around there these days 

le 

o it we say they 
are crazy (sometimes even if they have a plane on a string!) 

, pepper, mustard and vinegar 
 The spinal column is a long bunch of bones.  The head sits on the top, and you sit on the bottom 

g you give a person when they go away 
To keep milk from turning sour, keep it in the cow 

• A monsoon is a French gentlemen 
• Some people can tell what time it is by looking at the sun, but I have never been able to make out the 

numbers 

Scien
 
• It is so hot in some places that people there have to live in other places 
•
• The alimentar
• Thunder i  a rich source of loudness 
• One of the main causes o
• Genetics explains why you look like your father, 

ig cloud.  When• Water vapou  gets together in a b
• There is a tremendous

• The cause of perfume disappearing is evaporation.  Evaporation gets blamed for a lot of things peop
forget to put the top on 

• You can listen to thunder and tell how close you came to getting hit.  If you don’t hear it, you got hit, so 
never mind 

• When planets run around and around in circles we say they are orbiting.  When people d

• The four seasons are salt
•
• Momentum is somethin
• 

mailto:colingk@connexus.net.au
mailto:colingk@connexus.net.au
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andise 

 a f clothing with the new (as at February 2003) Club Logo 
anks to the Paragon  have done a great job 

of getting our logo transformed and onto real merchandise and putting up with our many questions 
ble and what like.   

mes are being modelled elegantly below by Neil Spencer (glasses round neck), 
e Jacket) an ud.  

Club Merch

The club is making available  range o
attached.  A big th team at  Embroidery in Geelong who

on what is availa  it looks 

Some of the outco
Cliff McIver (in th d Nik Da

 

 

 

nd then there is the line up of mug shots to show off some of the head wear now available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On 

place a margin on these items.   

A
 

 
 

 
the following pages is the full catalogue of what is available, with some comments, and pricing.  Shirts 

and jackets range in sizes from S to XXL, while hats are all 'one size fits all'.  The prices are the bulk 
purchase prices (so we will amalgamate orders) as at February 2003, and include GST.  The Club does not 
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Polo Shirts 
 
JB Drop Needle Navy Polo in 

and size well – but a little warm on hot 
and sticky days. 

 
 
 
 
 
JB Combed Navy Polo in 100% cotton. 
 
Looks good, and is all cotton.  May 
shrink a little and fade more than 
polyester/cotton. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JB Cotton Jersey Snow Marle in 100% 

 
Lighter colour for summer! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

   Polyester/cotton slouch  Canvas (100% cotton) Slouch 

polyester/cotton. 
 
Looks good, should hold colour, shape 

 

cotton 

 
 
 

 
ead Wear – Part 1 H
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t 
 
Flying Jacke

 
 
Head Wear – Part 2 
 

 
Bucket Cap          Legion Cap Cap 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

B  Polofleece Beanie 

       Peak 

 
 
 
 

Acrylic eanie          



 

DAC Clothing Order Form 

Member: __________________________ 

Order Date: __________________________ 

Item Size Qty Price Total Order Deliver 
JB Drop Needle Navy Polo – 
Poly/cotton   $29.00    

JB Combed Navy Polo – 
100% Cotton   $37.00    

JB Cotton Jersey Polo – 
Snow Marle   $22.00    

Flying jacket   $75.00    

Cap – peak   $9.00    

Cap – legion   $9.00    

Bucket hat   $14.00    

Slouch hat – poly/cotton   $16.00    

Slouch hat – canvas   $17.00    

Beanie – acrylic   $9.00    

Beanie -- Polofleece    $10.00    

Total owed: _________________  Received: __________________ 

aid:  _________________  Paid to: __________________ 

lease send order, complete with payment by cheque or equivalent, to: 

avid Gibbs 
/o eChoice Pty Ltd 
evel 3, 693 Burke Road 
amberwell 

3124 

P

P

D
c
L
C
VIC    
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